Metabolic diseases and tendinopathies: the missing link
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This third issue of 2014 of Muscles Ligaments Tendons J. is the fruit of the collaboration between IBSA Foundation (www.fondazioneibsa.org) and ISMULT (www.ismult.com), and it is based on the Forum “Metabolic diseases and tendinopathies: the missing link”, held on 21 June 2014 at the Università della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano, Switzerland.

The forum brought together some 200 members of the international scientific community, including physician and surgeons, basic scientists, physiotherapist, sports scientists and a pre- and doctoral students to discuss this topic: a real translational medicine meeting.

We thank everybody involved in the organization of the forum, the attendees and the speakers coming from everywhere. The speakers were invited to contribute to this issue to leave an indelible mark on this topic in the literature.
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Tendon conditions adversely impact the quality of life of millions of people, yet their causes and healing mechanisms are still unknown. Despite the array of hypotheses made, there is still a large number of factors affecting tendon health that remains unknown. Recently, genetic factors have been widely discussed. Most certainly inherited genes or gene variants make some individuals more susceptible to these conditions, but the increasing prevalence of metabolic disorders in the past few years has driven scientists to investigate the possible connection between metabolic problems and musculoskeletal diseases.

Humans and animals develop and grow under the physiological control of hormones; many soft tissues and bone diseases are associated to hormones diseases during the organisms development and this is clearly known by many centuries. Despite this postulate, soft tissue diseases, as tendinopathies, have been poorly investigated from this point of view. At present, the scientific compromise to simplify the pathology of tendinopathies is the “Failed Healing Response” paradigm to explain that something malfunctions in the homeostasis of tendons.

But what really happens in the asymptomatic patients before they develop a symptomatic tendinopathy? This still remains an unanswered question. Our clinical feeling after managing hundreds of patients for upper and lower limbs tendinopathies, and the recent emerging researches, push us to think that, within the multifactorial etiopathogenesis of tendinopathies, associated hormone disorders, even subclinical, deserve a central role.

The metabolic syndrome affects a range of tissues, and may in part be molecularly described as a dysregulation of cytokines, adipokines, and hormones. Consequently, metabolic imbalance may both directly and indirectly influence even tendon structure. This issue is likely the first orchestrated scientific consensus to focus on this aetiological hypothesis. We advocate that clinical and basic scientists involved in the study of tendons and tendinopathy explore this novel hypothesis. This is but the beginning.
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